MINI MAGIC CARPET

MINI MAGIC CARPET™

Installation Instructions

1. Check parts. Each Mini MagicCarpet package includes 1 pad, and 4 plastic panel plugs.

   NOTE: Please not eat dessicant. But if you do, you’ll live.

2. Insert panel plugs in 4 (four) grommited holes on underside of pad.

3. Position pad in desired location, align panel plugs with FlightDeck holes & press plugs into deck holes as far as possible. NOTE: FlightDeck shown uninstalled. We advise to install pad when deck is on bike. Pad inserts into narrow set of holes, not countersunk holes.

4. Check insertion by feeling for plug tips under deck and by prying pad away from deck. Pad should only release from deck when subjected to firm pulling pressure.***


Legacy Flight Deck Installation

Older generation FlightDecks (5/8” thick) with handles may not work well with this next-generation Mini MagicCarpet. Panel plugs may not reach far enough through deck to secure Mini MagicCarpet from ejecting on rough terrain or when tugged at by children.

***Legacy Flight Deck Workaround

Thread a 12” zip tie (or two shorter zip ties linked together) through 2 front holes in Mini MagicCarpet - and then through appropriate holes in FlightDeck. Do the same for rear pair of holes in Mini Magic. Connect zip tie ends under FlightDeck and clip extra length of zip tie.

Care

- Store out of sun/rain as much as possible
- Hand wash or launder on delicate cycle with light detergent
- Do not use bleach to clean
- Remove Mini MagicCarpet from bike for extended high speed car-top trips. Securing mechanism not designed for highway wind speeds.

Warranty

Mini MagicCarpet s are guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects for one (1) year from the original date of purchase. Warranty is valid for original owner and is non-transferrable. Warranty claims require proof of purchase. Warranty products with your local Xtracycle dealer. This warranty does not cover damage from use of this product outside of its intended range or that resulting from modification or neglect. It also does not cover wear and tear resulting from the normal use of the product.

Keep it Safe!

- Know your state cycling laws around passenger safety. In most states, kids riding without a childseat must be 4 years old or 40 lbs or greater. http://www.bikeleague.org/content/state-bike-laws-0
- Always wear a helmet and use front and rear lighting at night.
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